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About us 

 

National Center for Community Services (NCCS) is an independent Albanian non-governmental 

organization (NGO). NCCS was originally registered with the Tirana District court on 28th of 

December 1998 under the name Albanian Centre for Community Development and re 

established with new goals and missions on the 10th of April 2007.  

 

NCCS works to integrate the most disadvantaged groups like rural communities, women, Roma 

community, people living in social exclusion, like PLWHIV, injecting drug users and strengthen 

institutions and people capacity to protect and advocate for the protection of their rights and 

social inclusion.  

 

Its organizational capacities are as follows: 

 

Mission, Vision, and Strategy:  

 

The National Centre for Community Services (NCCS) has a vital mission and a clear 

understanding of its identity. It is actively involved in regular, results-oriented, strategic, and 

self-reflective thinking and planning that aligns strategies with the mission and organizational 

capacity. The planning process involves stakeholders in an ongoing dialogue that ensures that the 

organization's mission and programs are valuable to the neighborhood or constituency it serves. 

 

Governance and Leadership: 

 

The NCCS's board is engaged and representative, with defined governance practices. The board 

effectively oversees the policies, programs, and organizational operations including review of 

achievement of strategic goals, financial status, and executive director performance. The 

organization is accomplished at recruiting, developing, and retaining capable staff and technical 

resources. The organization's leadership is alert to changing community needs and realities. 

 

Finance: 

 

The NCCS successfully secures support from a variety of sources to ensure that the 

organization's revenues are diversified, stable, and sufficient for the mission and goals. The 

resource development plan is aligned with the mission, long-term goals, and strategic direction. 

The organization has high visibility with key stakeholders and links clear, strategic messages to 

its resource development efforts. 

 

Internal Operations and Management: 

 

The NCCS has efficient and effective operations and strong management support systems. 

Financial operations are responsibly managed and reflect sound accounting principles. The 
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organization utilizes information effectively for organizational and project management 

purposes. Asset, risk, and technology management are strong and appropriate to the 

organization's purpose. 

 

Program Delivery and Impact:  

 

The NCCS operates programs that demonstrate tangible outcomes commensurate with the 

resources invested. Programs are high quality and well regarded. The organization utilizes 

program evaluation results to inform its strategic goals. The organization has formal mechanisms 

for assessing internal and external factors that affect achievement of goals. 

 

Strategic Relationships:  

 

The NCCS is a respected and active participant and actor in the community, and maintains strong 

connections with its constituents. It participates in strategic alliances and partnerships that 

significantly advance their goals and expand their influence. 

Three pillars of its overall scope of work and strategy in the country are: (1) Provision of 

assistance and training to the Albanian communities, civil society organizations, public service 

delivery structures at communal level; (2) provision of services to social excluded people 

including Roma and Egyptian communities, people living with HIV (PLWHIV) etc; (3) 

organization of cross-sector initiatives with special focus on gender, health and environment. 
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Our Board of Directors 
 

 

The Board of Directors are all volunteers and are responsible for the activities of the NCCS and 

development of new programs, as well as review financial issues). 

 

The following are the Board Members of the NCCS since its establishment on the 10
th

 of April 

2007: 

 

1. MrsErnestaRedhi, PhD in Public Law – Head of the Board 

2. DrHysenHeta, Pediatric Surgeon 

3. MrsRozetaShembilku, PhD in International Law 

4. MrYiu Tong Cheung, PhD in Public Health 

5. MrsArleta Prizreni, Construction Engineer  

 

Ourhuman resources 
 

NCCS Organizational Chart 

 

 
 

 

Executive Board: 

President 

4 board members 

Executive 
Director 

Consultants 
Finance 

Manager 
Projects'  

Coordinator 

Volunteers 
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Mrs LilianaDango, Founder and Executive Director of the NCCS is also a trainer with 

experience in capacity assessment of different public institutions and nonprofit organizations. 

Furthermore she has significant experience in financial management and programmatic aspects 

of funds received from different donors. Her 20 years of experience in the nongovernmental 

field, also involves leading collaborative research in Albania in the field of disability studies. 

Mrs Dango oversees the successful delivery of the NCCS projects’ outputs as well is responsible 

for projects’ visibility and advocacy efforts. 

 

 
 

MrsValentinaErindi, Finance Manager holds a degree in Finance. With a 20 year of experience 

in office management and finance she joined the NCCS in 2009. The role of MrsErindi in the 

projects’ delivery is to deal with admin and finance matters as well as to facilitate the smooth 

implementation of the regional activities. 
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Mrs Rita Strakosha,Projects’ Coordinator. She joined NCCS in 2015. MrsStrakoshaholds a 

degree in law since 2003 from the University of EotvosLorand, Budapest. She has over 10 years 

of work experience in different sectors, such as banking, law, environmental journalism, 

interpretation, coordinating projects etc.  

 

NCCS hires consultants on a project basis and on a short – term contract. All out consultants and 

collaborators are highly qualified professionals in different areas, including public health, 

environment, disability, journalism, gender equality, social work, etc. 

 

 

 
 

Ms RovaldaMema, volunteer. She holds a bachelor’s degree in social work (administration and 

social policy) from the University of Tirana. She has been active in many non – governmental 

organizations in Albania and an asset for the NCCS. 
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Ms. Milida Gjermani, visibility specialist  

 

 
 

Mrs Elvana Bunsee (Lula) has been working for NCCS since 2015 as a part time consultant. She 

has a 14 year academic and professional experience in social work administration with emphasis 

on gender and development, civil society, disability issues etc.. Mrs Bunsee holds a Masters in 

Policy Planning and Administration in Social Work, from the University of Missouri (U.S.A.) 

and a bachelor and a masters of arts degree in Social Work, from the UT, Albania.  
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Our impact 
 

During 2015, NCCS has implemented the following projects: 

 

1. “Together for sustainable economic empowerment of marginalized women” (May 

2015 – Prill 2016) is supported by Philip Morris, Albania, with the following objectives: 

 

a. To strengthen capacities of vulnerable women for social and economic reintegration 

into the labor market and society. 

b. To promote economic security through women economic empowerment by targeting 

vulnerable women.  

 

Under the framework of this project a total of 168 women have been contacted and informed 

about the free of charge services the NCCS offers in the matter, thanks to the support of Philip 

Morris. The women mainly come from low-income and remote areas of the capital. Some 59 

women have participated in the comprehensive trainings. The topics covered in the trainings 

included: ethics of the employee, support for the elderly, how to care for sick people, babysitting, 

house cleaning, and screening of the job market and preparation of CV and adapting in the job 

market. The training sessions are been organized in a very interactive way, mixing the practical 

and theoretical part, offering to these women the opportunity to share their experiences, 

expectations, fears and strengths, to elaborate their abilities to confront to the labor market 

requirements. At the end of the training the file of each woman was filled in with the assessment 

by the trainer of her profile.  

Training sessions, November 2015 

 

NCCS has followed up with assisting women in finding a suitable job, by searching the job 

market, intermediating with potential employers by assisting with the interviews. In the database 

of new 168 women, about 13% of them were employed during 2015 thanks to the intermediation 

of the NCCS services. Some of the challenges faced are the requirements of the job market 

regarding the age (the usual age group is 20-40 years old, while many women in the NCCS 

database are jobseekers of 50 years and beyond), as well as the low pay that is offered for such 

jobs. Besides, women from Roma community as well as ex-convicted women have been another 

target group NCCS supported through this project. NCCS has cooperated with Meridia NGO for 

the employment of 5 women from the ex-convicted group in Tirana. In many cases, NCCS signs 

a three party contract with the employer and the employed woman.  
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Training sessions, September 2015 

 

 

 

2. “Promotion of gender equality for disabled women in Albania through a new role 

for men in fostering it”(September 2015 – August 2016) is supported by United Nations 

Albania with funds of Sweden Government, implemented by Ministry of Social Welfare and 

Youth in cooperation with UNDP Albania, UN Women and UNFPA.The project is focused in 

Durres area with an expected impact in the whole country. The goal of this project was to raise 

the awareness of the female and male population in Durres region on gender equality issues. In 

this way, one the most persistent gender relevant issues such as gender – based violence has been 

addressed.   

 

The objectives of this project are two-fold: 

 

a. To produce an advocacy tool – first of its kind in Albania about the women with 

disabilities today, as well as the challenges they are facing. 

b. To raise awareness of the general public, community members, state officials, 

educational professionals about the challenges disabled women are facing in Albania.  

 

During 2015, the following was achieved: 

 

- Production of a 1.25 minute TV spot aimed at providing an advocacy tool – first of its 

kind in Albania about women with disabilities, as well as the challenges they are facing 

in Albania. The spot, entitled “Men and boys part of the solution: show that you are 

against violence” features ten profiles: fivedistinguished men were identified and selected 

and accompanied five women and girls with disabilities, known to them, accordingly. 

This product has been aired during the 16 days of activism against gender – based 

violence (24 November – 10 December 2015), in the main media outlets, summing at 149 

times and reached over 2,300 viewers on social media over the same period. Its youtube 

link is: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VejbGBzCMT 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VejbGBzCMT
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The TV spot “Men and boys part of the solution: show that you are against violence” 

 

- The project’s beneficiaries are women with disabilities and their families, educational and 

health professionals, youth, civil society representatives, etc (through 

workshopsorganised each month). Approximately 100 high school students actively 

attended the first three workshops. The students shared their opinions and knowledge 

about the phenomenon of domestic violence as an issue of concern in their communities. 

In addition, opinions regarding the disadvantages of women and girls with disabilities in 

Durres community have been shared. Besides, the students discussed how everyone must 

give a hand on a daily basis to support women and girls with disabilities. They agreed to 

organize common artistic events at the institutions that provide services for the disabled 

in their community.  

 
During the workshop in “Leonik tomeo” high school in Durres 

 

- Orange day: Orange Christmas Tree in the Municipality of Durres. The aim of the 

activity was to encourage and stimulate positive messages by creating an Orange  

Christmas Tree. Beautifying the Orange has been completed during the activity through 

active participation of all participants by hanging cards in the tree with special wishes for 

a world free of discrimination towards women with disabilities.  

 

 
Christmas tree in the municipality of Durres, 4 December 2015 

 

The tree stood in the courtyard of the Municipality of Durres throughout December and the 

holiday season, contributing to the festive atmosphere of Durres with the lights, messages and 

color of fire, and also by inspiring passersby with its messages. The Mayor of Durres, Mr 

Vangjush Dako has co-hosted this event. 
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3."Protecting of the patients’ rights through identification of the corruption’s trends and 

encouraging the anti-corruption culture in the health care” (October 2015 – April 2016) 

is supported by the American Embassy in Albania.The overall purpose of the project is to 

increase the culture of anticorruption and the number of formal (administrative or criminal) 

complaints against corruption in the health sector in the Municipality of Tirana. Our project 

aims to increase awareness and action of patients, their families, the public at large, and public 

authorities on fighting corruption through a survey; round table discussions; a study and a 

policy paper on corruption; free lawyer assistance for formal complaints; TV shows; posters; 

fliers; social media and web-pages.  

 

From a research conducted with asking 350 citizens on the corruption in the public health 

services in Tirana, it results that the less corrupted ones are policlinic no. 9 and no. 3 as well as 

the sanatorium hospital, where a system to sue corruptive staff has been established. In 

addition, a request for a disciplinary measure against a nurse has been undertaken. Her case has 

also been public in the media. Also, a request to verify the implementation of the Code of 

Ethics has also been sent to the Chamber of Physicians. Based on the Code of Ethics, the 

doctors are not allowed to promote pharmaceutical institutions in their scripts to the patients.  

 

4. State Police partner with the youth of Gjirokastra against cybernetic crime” (May – 

June 2015)is supported by the Sweden Government.  

 

The objective of the project was to build partnership and trust between youth and the State Police 

through awareness raising among youth on cybernetic crime, on how to recognize, prevent, and 

denounce it.  

 

In brief, the following were the activities implemented under the framework of this project: 

1. A training “What is and how to prevent cybernetic crime” was held on May with pupils and 

teachers of “AsimZeneli” and “UraniRumbo” schools. 40 pupils participating in the training 

learned about what is considered cyber crime, what types of cyber crimes are most 

encountered, and how to react to it. 

2. A workshop on “Risks from sexual predators and pedophiles” was held with the pupils of 

“Asim Zeneli” and “Urani Rumbo” schools. 30 pupuls participating in the workshop were 

educated on how to protect themselves from pedophiles and sexual harassment online.  

3. Security of private information in the internet: The workshop “Security of private 

information in the internet” was held with pupils of the “AsimZeneli” and “UraniRumbo” 

schools on June. The IT expert, Gentian Hyka, gave instructions on how to keep safe private 

information on the net. 6 police officers took part in the training, they trained the pupils on 

cybernetic crime. In total 33 pupils participated in this training. 

4. Visit at the state police premises: A visit from the pupils of “Asim Zeneli” and “Urani 

Rumbo” schools at the premises of the cyber crime department at the State Police. During the 

visit the pupils met with the police officers working against cyber crime. The officers 

explained their work, the crimes etc. 5 police officers took part in the meeting with the 

pupils.  

5. TV spots: 1) An awareness raising spot on cybernetic crime (bullying) was published on 

youtube. The spot encourages the viewers to denounce the crime to the police. The spot was 
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distributed on Facebook: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eDiYLpzNjM&feature=youtu.be and 2) A second spot 

on cybernetic crime was produced and published on youtube. The spot informs the viewers 

on cybernetic crime in general and encourages them to denounce cybernetic crimes to the 

police. The spot was distributed in Facebook: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VASDLihPDWI&feature=youtu.be 

 

 
Training sessions in “Asim Zeneli”   Posters on cybernetic crime 

and “Urani Rumbo” high schools 

 in Gjirokastra 

 

 
      The TV sport against bullying           TV spot on cybernetic crime 

 

 

6. Informative leaflets and posters were distributed in the community and a very 

active media campaign has been organised through the national and local outlets. 

7. Evaluating Meeting: The evaluating meeting was held on June 11-th. During the 

meeting the main participants in the project (police, students, parents, teachers, 

project coordinators etc.) gave their impressions and evaluation on the project, 

cybernetic crime.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eDiYLpzNjM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VASDLihPDWI&feature=youtu.be
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                     The evaluating meeting    Awareness raising bracelets 

held on June 11
th
 2015 

 

8. Awareness raising bracelets: Bracelets with the police telephone number were 

distributed to students. Some 120 bracelets were distributed to the students and 

other participants in the activities. 

 

9. An interview on cybernetic crime and the project was given by the project 

coordinator, Rita Strakosha, in the morning programme “Morning Coffee” of the 

Albanian Radio-TV (the state TV), led by the moderator BlediStrakosha. During 

the interview there was given a detailed description of the project activities, goals, 

donor. The problem of cybernetic crime was discussed with the programme 

moderator. The interview increased the visibility of the project, its impact: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwQq16h3OHY.  

10. Capacity building of FushëArrëz community for protection of rare, endemic 

agricultural and wild fruit/nut plants  (December 2015-November 2016), 

financed by EU, subgranted by ALCDF. 

 

2 exploration and collection missions for the collection of native agricultural plants were 

realised during December. During the missions, 3 plants: Kabashi walnut, white maise of 

Fushë-Arrëz and Gojani garlic were gathered and were deposited with the Center for Genetic 

Resources, where they were passportized and will be stored.. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwQq16h3OHY
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Our future steps 
 

In the near 2016, the NCCS will continue its efforts in promoting activities that support 

marginalized groups, with particular focus to women and girls.  

 

In particular: 

 

 Under the project supported by Philip Morris, lobbying and advocating efforts will be 

done to commit local authorities to employ some women in the municipal enterprises. For 

those that are already employed under the intermediation of the NCCS, we are advising 

them to keep regular contacts on issues relevant to their employment. Also, free legal 

advice will be offered to women on unemployment benefits they can claim. 

 

 Under the project funded by the UNDP, Orange Days will be organized every 25
th

 day of 

the month until, July 2016. These Orange Days will target pupils from schools in Durres 

area and will be organized in cooperation with the Municipality of Durres. The NCCS is 

also planning to broadcast the TV spot produced in 2015, promoting the rights of women 

with disabilities and a world without violence. This will be done in close cooperation 

with the Albanian Public TV, the Ministry of Social Welfare and Youth and the 

Municipality of Tirana. 

 

 Under the project supported by the American Embassy, the public pressure on institutions 

through surveying the users of health services on their experience with corruption in the 

sector will be promoted. These results will be used to compile a policy paper with anti-

corruption recommendations. In addition, the role of civil society will be increased in 

adressing corruption by providing free assistance to victims of corruption in making 

formal complaints to the Chamber of Physicians, Regional Directory of Health, and/or 

lawsuit, and reporting to the Public Prosecutor.  

 

 Under the project supported by EU, there will be gathered rare indigenous agricultural 

plants of Fushë-Arrëz region. These plants’ seeds will be deposited with the Center of 

Genetic Resources. Farmers will be trained on cultivation of rare indigenous plants. 

There will be produced a brochure on the plants and a TV documentary.  
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Acknowledgment of donors 

We, at NCCS are thankful for all the trust our donors have put on us throughout the last 8 years 

since the establishment. We are proud to share the projects and respective donors, in a 

chronological (starting from the most recent ones) order as follows: 

 

 Protecting citizens’ rights by identifying corruption trends and encouraging an anti-

corruption culture in health-care patients 

Donor: USA Embassy, Tirana. Amount: 11,230 USD. Duration: 01.10.2015-

30.04.2016; Project Goal: to increase the culture of anticorruption and the number of 

formal (administrative or criminal) complaints against corruption in the health sector in 

the municipality of Tirana. Target group: patients and their families; health personnel; 

public health specialists.  

 Capacity building of FushëArrëz community  for protection of rare, endemic 

agricultural and wild fruit/nut plants 

Donor: EU. Amount: 16,134 EUR. Duration: 01.12.2015-01.11.2016; Objective: To 

contribute towards the sustainable protection of rare endemic agricultural and wild 

fruit/nut plants in the geographical area of Fushë-Arrëz municipality. Target group: 

farmers, agriculture specialists of Fushë-Arrëz area. 

 Together for sustainable economic empowerment of marginalized women. 

c. Donor: Philip Morris International Inc; Amount: 65,000 EUR; Duration: 

01.05.2015 – 01.05.2016; Project goal:To strengthen capacities of vulnerable women 

for social and economic reintegration into the labor market and society. To promote 

economic security through women economic empowerment by targeting vulnerable 

women.  

 

 

 "State police in partnership with Gjirokastra Youth against cybernetic crime".  

Donor: Swedish Government; Amount: 4995 EUR; Duration: 01.05.2015 – 

15.07.2015; Project goal: to increase community partnership with the state police against 

cybernetic crime. Target group: youth, general public.   

 

 Promotion of gender equality for disabled women in Albania through a new role for 

men in fostering it”. 

Donor: Swedish Government. Amount: Duration: 01.010.2015 – 01.09.2016; Project 

goal:  To raise awareness of the youth, the general public, community members, state 

officials, educational professionals about the challenges disabled women are facing in 

Albania. Target groups: youth, community members, state officials, educational 

professionals of Durrës area;the public at large. 

 

 "Lets advocate together for gender equality and the fight against domestic violence 

in Albania", supported by UNDP, UN Women in Albania and Swedish Government. 
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Donor: UN WOMEN,UNDP and Swedish Government; Amount: 3,000 $; Duration: 

01.10.2014 – 15.03.2015; Project goal: to raise the knowledge and skills  of the youth in 

Albania on gender equality and fight against domestic violence in order to improve the 

quality of our actions to bring about positive change for all and create an equitable and 

peaceful society in Albania. 

 "Protecting the environment as a catalyst for the social inclusion of the Roma 

community "is an initiative supported by the UNDP in Tirana 

Donor: UNDP /SSIREC; Amount: 16,000 $; Duration: 01.06.2014 -31.12.2014.Target 

Group: Roma children and their families, Students from high schools in Korca, Schools and 

pupils who will directly benefit from the proper management of waste, cleaning up and planting 

flowers, citizens in the city of Korca, who will have two improved parks in the public space . 

Project goal: To promote the social inclusion of the Roma community in Albania through active 

participation of the younger generations through a sensitive topic such as the environment.  

 “The environment, not only as such” (Foster Citizenship & Volunteerism: Increase 

citizen participation and volunteerism in community environmental activities).                                                                              

Donor:    REC; Amount: 5,000 EUR; Duration: 01.03.2014- 15.12.2014; Target group: Young 

people and community members of rural areas in Fushe-Kruja and Elbasan regions (communes 

Halil, KatundiRi, Borizan, Bradashesh); Project goal: The continuation of the work started by 

NCCS in the environment sector, providing concrete work with services, education, advocacy 

and lobbying for the secondary school children and for the communities of villages such as Halil, 

FusheKruje, Borizan, Katund i Ri and Bradashesh, areas with a very high pollution such as 

Elbasan and FusheKruje through promotion, communication and constructive collaboration 

community – local government – business.   

 “The new generation in action against domestic violence in Albania”  

Donor:  UNDP; Amount: 9,000 $; Duration: November 2013- March 2014; Target groups: 

students from Tirana University and young people in Tirana. Project goal: To raise the 

awareness of the youth in Albania on gender issues through re-conceptualization of masculinity 

in performing every day gender roles. In this way, one the most persistent gender relevant issues 

such as gender – based violence will be addressed. 

 “Let’s go green to get our community clean” (Foster Citizenship & Volunteerism: 

Increase citizen participation and volunteerism in community environmental activities).                                                                              

Donor:    American Embassy; Amount: 17,000 $; Duration: August 2013- July 2014; Target 

Group: community members and all local stakeholders that have effects on environment issues 

in commune of Bradashesh (Elbasan) and Fushe-Kruje. Project goal: To raise awareness about 

the environmental protection, increasing the area of green spaces and also to promote education, 

participation and public information on environmental issues as indicated in the Aarhus 

Convention and other documents under which our country operates.  

 “Development of Best Practices of HIV Case Management at Local and National 

Level 

Donor:    UNDP; Amount: 6,800$; Duration: May 15- September 15, 2013; Target 

groups:People living with HIV/AIDS, Parents of children with HIV/AIDS, Representatives of 

HIV/AIDS advocacy organizations, Services providers, Representatives of local and national 

institutions. Project goal: Developing the best practices of HIV by local and national institutions 
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in Albania. The material produced will be used as awareness rising and motivation tools for 

decision makers and social workers.  

 “Emergency support for evicted Roma children and community members”   

Donor:    Roma Education Fund (REF); Amount: EUR 19,600; Duration: June 24,- October 

23, 2013; Target Group: Roma families evicted from Kavaja street-Tirana; Project goal: To 

offer and ensure immediate comprehensive support for the evicted Roma children and 

community members in Selita area in Tirana, including ensuring enrolment and regular 

attendance of the children from the target group, while offering social support, medical aid, 

psychological counselling to them and to the community members.   

 “Designinganddeliveringacomprehensivetraining andcoachingprogrammeforRoma 

andEgyptianNGOsinAlbania”  

Donor:    UNDP; Amount: 22,000 $; Duration: 24.06.2013- 23.10.2013; Target Group: 

Roma and Egyptian NPOs, activists, representatives of coalitions and federate, from Vlora, 

Korca and Berat;  Project goal: To provide to the Roma and Egyptian individuals,  activists, 

representatives of coalitions and federations and representatives of organizations with 

appropriate skills and competencies, in order to use in their daily work in the field of promotion, 

advocacy, policy development and service delivery in Roma and Egyptian communities where 

they work.  

 Working together for Roma’ inclusion  

 Donor:    SOROS, Amount: 9900 $; Duration: 25.06.2013 – 25.01.2014; Target group: 

Roma community member in BreguLumit area; Project goal: The project aims to improve the 

Roma and Egyptian life quality through the civic education, offering of health services and its 

inclusion on addressing their needs to decision-making structures. 

 

 Environment – necessity or demand  

Donor:   REC, Albania; Amount: 5,000 EUR; Duration:  05.04.2013- 15.12.2013. 

Target Groups:   CSOs, local government representatives (LGU) of Bulqiza and Burrel. 

Project goal: To promote the sustainable development in rural and undeveloped areas.  

 Your action brings the change! Act now!  

Donor:  AMSHC; Amount: 8,000 $; Duration:  16.04.2013 –16.10.2013; Target groups:   

Young people, students of high schools, teachers, parents, representatives of local government 

and social care institutions in Tirana.Partners/Collaborators: Public House of the elders, public 

institution of orphan children “ZyberHallulli”, high schools “Sami Frasheri”, “Ismail Qemali”, 

professional high school “Hoteleri-Turizem”; Project goal:  To increase and develop the 

community responsibility to citizens through community actions involved in education curricula 

in order to improve the quality of life in the communities.  

 Youth without borders 

 

Donor: Delegation of the European Commission in Albania; Amount: 37,000 EUR; Duration:  

April 2013-March 2014; Target Groups:   youth organization from Ohrid, Prilep and Struga 

[FYROM] and Korca and Elbasan [AL]; Partners/Collaborators:  Coalition of youth 

organization SEGA (FYROM); Project goal:  To promote effective collaboration between the 

civil society actors towards fruitful social development in the CBC region.  

 Monitoring and new efforts in offering the health services for Roma communities  
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Donor:  SOROS; Duration:  01.08.2012- 28.02.2013; Amount: USD $9,700; Target Groups:    

Roma community member in Shkoza area;  Project background:  The project goal was to offer 

a new health service application (door to door) and education on health issues within the 

community and advocating with decision making structures for improving the quality of these 

community member’ life. 

 Promotion of gender equality through the re-conceptualization of masculinity in 

Albania us$ 6,700 

 

Donor:  UNDP; Duration:  October 15, 2012- December 30, 2012; Amount: 6700 USD; 

Target Groups:    young people of high schools in Tirana, students, men and community; 

Project background: The project goal is to raise the awareness of the female and male 

population in three target areas (Tirana) on gender equality issues through re-conceptualization 

of masculinity in performing every day gender roles. In this way, one the most persistent gender 

relevant issues such as gender – based violence was been addressed. 

 Designing and delivering a comprehensive training and coaching programme for 

Roma and Egyptian NGOs us $ 16,000. 

 

Donor: UNDP; Duration: 01.04.2012-31.07.2012; Amount: 16,000 USD; Target Groups:    

Roma and Egyptian NPOs in Albania; Project background:  The overall objective of this 

project was to equip Roma and Egyptian NPOs with a set of skills and competences that they can 

use in their work in the promotion, advocacy, policy development and service provision for the 

Roma and Egyptian communities.  

 “Roma Mediator –an effective model for health services access improvement in 

Roma community” 

Donor: SOROS; Duration:    01.08.2011- 1.02.2012; Amount: 10,000 USD; Target Groups:    

Roma community members in Korça city; Partners/Collaborators: Roma Active Albania 

(branch in Korça); Project background: The main objectiveof this project waseducation ofthe 

Romapopulationfor thepreventionofvariousmorbidityandcarethatthe communityshould havefor 

abetterhealthandanupbringingoftheir children.  

 

 “Capacity Building for Cross-Border Communities for Improved Environment 

Governance” 

Donor: Delegation of the European Commission in Albania; Duration: 01.04.2011-31.03.2012, 

Amount: 42,000 EUR. Objective: Promoting good governance, participatory decision-making 

and cross-border sustainable development. To advocate and build the capacity of community-

based groups, civil society organizations, local government, parents, teachers, and environmental 

activists from both sides of the Albania- Macedonia border to understand and improve 

environment awareness and protection at community. 

 

 “Capacity Building for Non State Actors for Improved Environment Governance” 

Donor: American Embassy; Duration:   01.09.2011- 31.08.2012; Amount: 18, 720 USD. 

Objective: The aim of the project was to develop a better and comprehensive understanding and 
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application of environmental protection standards through capacity development of non-state 

actors including regional federations of forests and pastures, civil society organizations, farmers 

and water associations, community based groups, schools in all regions through continuous 

awareness and training and promotion of community resources and partnerships.  

 “Scaling up and improving preventive activities on HIV/STI/drugs, reproductive 

health, sexual education, capacity building, focusing on human rights” 

Donor: Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands; Amount: 26,000 EUR; Duration: 

01.12.2011- 31.06.2012, Amount: Euro 26,000; Activities: The activities were focused on 

scaling up and improving information exchange, education and communication, activities among 

young people. Reinforce of life skills activity enable youth to negotiate sexual relationships, 

including delayed sexual initiation, addressing pressured violence, and correctly using condoms.  

 

 “Strengthening Capacities of Local Communities where children and young 

persons with HIV/AIDS are living” 

Donor:  UNICEF, WHO, Public Health Institution; Duration: 01.07.2011- 31.12.2012, 

Amount:23,000 USD; Target Group:   Childrenliving withHIV/AIDS, their family, services 

offers (health, social, education, city halls/communes; Project background:  The project 

activities aimed to focus on improving the knowledge and change the behaviour of local 

communities how to face HIV/AIDS stigma and discrimination and increase support and care for 

young people and children living with HIV/AIDS (after problems appeared in these communities 

with children living with HIV).  
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Our contacts 
 

National Center for Community Services 

“Isa Boletini” Street, Building "Planet X", P.O. Box 2390 

Tirana, ALBANIA 

Tel/fax: ++(355-4) 2273247 

E-mail:nccs.albania@gmail.co; lilianadango@gmail.com;  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nccs.albania 

Web page: www.nccs-al.com 

 

Situation of NCCS in the map (showed with black circle): 

 
 

tel:%2B%2B%28355-4%29%202273247
mailto:nccs.albania@gmail.co
mailto:lilianadango@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/nccs.albania
http://www.nccs-al.com/

